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ABSTRACT
In various environments, such as mobile and wearable com-
puting, compact I/O devices are desirable from the view-
point of portability. Now, many users are accustomed to
input with a keyboard, however, there is a limitation of
miniaturization because it degrades the performance of key
touch. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to
miniaturize a keyboard by excluding the half of it. In us-
ing the proposed method, one hand hits keys as usual, and
the other hand hits the place outside the keyboard as if the
user types with both hands. The user can input words with
only one hand because the proposed system estimates the
input word using keying interval, which appears also when
the user inputs with both hands. From the results of user
study, we con�rmed that the user can input with only one
hand and that it does not decrease input speed drastically.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Inter-
faces�prototyping, input devices and strategies; I.5.5 [Pat-
tern Recognition]: Implementation�interactive systems

General Terms
Design, Experimentation
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Keyboard, compact I/O device, word estimation
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Figure 1: The comparison of size

1. INTRODUCTION
With the development of microelectronic technology, com-

puters have been downsized, and then, wearable computing
attracts more attention. Wearable computing is a technol-
ogy that deals with computer systems integrated in cloth-
ing. In wearable computing environment, compact I/O de-
vices are desirable from the viewpoint of portability. Today,
a keyboard is the most popular text input device in desk-
top computing environment. However, few applications in
wearable computing environments employ a full keyboard
because it is too big to carry and to be integrated in cloth-
ing. Though there are some small keyboards, they have a
limitation of the miniaturization. Too much miniaturization
degrades the performance of key touch.
Though numerous studies on compact input devices have

been carried out, newly designed devices are hard to be
mastered. In contrast, keyboards are widely prevalent, and
many users are accustomed to the input method of key-
board. Moreover, almost all novel compact devices cannot
achieve the input speed of keyboard even if they were mas-
tered.
As shown in Figure 1, a full keyboard is too big to wear.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method to miniatur-
ize a keyboard by excluding the half of it. The proposed
method leverages one's ability of keyboard input, which is
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Figure 2: The key arrangement of Wearable Half Key-
board[5]

previously mastered. In using the proposed method, one
hand hits keys as usual, and the other hand hits the place
outside the keyboard, such as one's thigh or a table, as if
the user types with both hands. There are keying inter-
vals caused by the simulant action of normal typing. The
proposed system estimates the number of keyings that has
been done outside the keyboard using the keying interval
obtained from the remaining keys. Moreover, using the es-
timated number of keyings, the proposed system estimates
the input word when the user �nish inputting each word.
After the estimation, the proposed system displays the can-
didates for the input word in order of priority. The proposed
system makes it possible to reduce the size of keyboard to
half without decreasing the performance of key touch and
altering the input action. Moreover, the proposed system
can make one hand free. The user who get used to the pro-
posed method would become able to input without simulant
action of hitting keys. This feature is valuable not only in
wearable computing environment. The proposed method is
applicable for the environment where only one hand can be
used such as input to a car navigation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The

related works are described �rst. Next, we present the pro-
posed system design including a detailed description of the
algorithms. Evaluation results are then presented. We eval-
uate the input speed and the pro�ciency of proposed system
using a prototype. We provide some idea for improvement
in Discussion section. The paper closes with a conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
A lot of compact text input devices have been proposed

and evaluated[1, 2]. We introduce the examples in the fol-
lowing. There are some input methods using body-worn sen-
sors. The gesture based method developed by Liu et al.[3]
allows users to input text by tracing letters in mid-air with
their �ngers that the sensors are attached to. The Chord-
ing Glove designed by Rosenberg and Slater[4] is equipped
with �ve sensors located at the tips of each �nger that de-
tected when a �nger is pressed. Both approaches meet the
requirement for downsizing. However, they often lack social
acceptability and impose not negligible amounts of training
on the user.
For downsizing of key-lined text input devices, it is gen-

eral that the number of keys is reduced. The most common
method is �multi-tap� used on a numerical keypad. Using
multi-tap method, a key is pressed multiple times to ac-
cess the letters assigned to that key. For instance, press-
ing the �2� key once displays an �a�, twice displays a �b�,
and three times displays a �c�. To enter two successive let-
ters that are assigned to the same key, the user must either
pause or hit a next button. There are also predictive input
methods for numerical keypad such as T9. The user presses
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Figure 3: The division of keyboard

each key only once. Once the space key is pressed, the sys-
tem tries to match all possible interpretations of the entered
key sequence to the words that are contained in the dic-
tionary. For instance, �4663� matches �home�, �good�, and
so on. The Matias Wearable Half Keyboard[5] and Twid-
dler[6] by Handykey are devices that are on shelves for the
wearable computing. The key arrangement of Wearable Half
Keyboard is left-half qwerty as shown in Figure 2. A key
input with holding space key is converted to the correspond-
ing key input in right-half keyboard. The key arrangement
in holding space key is the mirror-reversed arrangement of
right-half keyboard[7] as shown in Figure 2. Twiddler is a
hand-worn device, and it has a joystick and four modi�er
keys on its front surface and twelve keys on its back surface.
Instead of pressing keys in sequence to produce a letter, mul-
tiple keys are pressed simultaneously to generate a chord.
All of them are the one-handed methods, and therefore the
key arrangements are di�erent from that of keyboard. As
above, the particular actions are required to make do with
low keys. Moreover, the input speed of these method is
much lower than that of keyboard because a keyboard is
input with both hands.
In contrast, the proposed method exploits the existing

ability of inputting a keyboard because it employs the tra-
ditional key arrangement and the accustomed input action
as much as possible. The propose method uses the keying in-
terval to estimate an input word. Keying interval has much
information, for example, the method of Joyce and Gupta[8]
uses the keying interval for authentication.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 Design
The proposed method uses one half of the keyboard di-

vided into right and left halves as shown in Figure 3. The
keys that are frequently used, such as Space key and En-
ter key, are arranged on both halves. The user hits keys
with one hand and hits outside of keyboard with the other
hand. Hereinafter, a hand hitting keys are called �keying
hand�, and the other hand hitting outside of the keyboard
are called �non-keying hand�, respectively. The input ac-
tion of proposed method is similar to that of traditional
keyboard. The user inputs as if he/she types with both
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Figure 4: The system �owchart

hands, even though his/her non-keying hand hits outside of
keyboard. The simulant hitting action makes the keying in-
terval, which also arises when the user uses a full keyboard,
between the keying with keying hand. Using the keying in-
terval, the proposed system estimates the number of keyings
that were supposed to be input with non-keying hand. In
this way the proposed system makes it possible to reduce
the size of keyboard to half, remaining the input action.
Figure 4 shows the system �owchart and the screenshots

when the user inputs �keyboard� with one's right hand as
the keying hand. The proposed system has two databases;
the word database and the speed database. At each alpha-
betic keying, the candidates for the input word are narrowed
down in the searching part using the word database. After
that, the proposed system displays the candidates in order
of priority calculated in the ordering part using the speed
database. The proposed system calculates the priority us-
ing the estimated number of keyings that had been supposed
to be input with non-keying hand. When a non-alphabetic
key is entered, the proposed system shifts into the word-
selection phase, and the user selects the input word. When
the user enters the �rst key of the next word, the proposed
system outputs the selected word and the non-alphabetic
key which have been input at last. If the target word is
displayed at the top and selected by default, the user can
begin inputting the next word immediately without extra
action in word-selection phase. Therefore, if the proposed
system can estimate input word accurately, the input action
of proposed method is almost like that of full keyboard, and
the system does not impose extra operations on the user.
As described above, the proposed system displays the can-

didates for input word through the selection part and the
ordering part. We explain each part in the following.

3.2 Searching Part
The proposed system looks up the input word in the word

database prepared in advance. Normal dictionaries contain
only basic forms of each word though the user uses the in-

�ected forms such as plural, past, and progressive. There-
fore, The proposed system crawls web pages on Wikipedia
and constructs the word database. This crawling also ac-
cepts neologisms and proper names.
The proposed system employs a trie tree structure for

searching a word from the word database. A trie tree is
an ordered tree data structure that is used to store an as-
sociative array. No node in the tree stores a key associated
with that node, but its position in the tree de�nes a key.
All the descendants of a node have a common pre�x of the
string associated with that node, and the root node is as-
sociated with the empty strings. Figure 5 shows the trie
tree structure that is employed when one's right hand is de-
�ned as the keying hand. The root node has eleven child
nodes associated with a letter and one leaf node associated
with empty string. The eleven letters are `h'，`i'，`j'，`k'，
`l'，`m'，`n'，`o'，`p'，`u', and `y', which are supposed to be
input with the keying hand (right hand in this case) with a
full keyboard. The eleven child nodes also have eleven child
nodes associated with a letter and one leaf node. The leaf
nodes store words that consist of all letters of the key associ-
ated with the position of that node and zero or more letters
that are supposed to be input with the non-keying hand (left
hand in this case). For example, a leaf node whose superiors
are associated with `i' and `y' stores the words that match
the regular expression �[a-gq-tv-xz]*i[a-gq-tv-xz]*y[a-gq-tv-
xz]*� such as �variety� and �sideways�. The leaf node that is
directly connected to the root node stores the words that is
composed of only input with the non-keying hand.
The proposed system initiates a search at the root node.

When the user hits a alphabetic key, the searched node
switches to the child node associated with the corresponding
letter. The candidates at this time are the words that are
stored in all leaf nodes of sub-tree whose root node is the
searched node. When a non-alphabetic key (e.g., space key
and period key) is entered, the candidates are switched to
the words that are stored in the leaf node connected with
the searched node directly. So when the user inputs keys
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`k0' and `k1' with the right hand, the candidates are the
words that match the regular expression �[a-gq-tv-xz]*k0[a-
gq-tv-xz]*k1[a-z]*�. And then, when the user inputs a non-
alphabetic key, the candidates are the words that match
the regular expression �[a-gq-tv-xz]*k0[a-gq-tv-xz]*k1[a-gq-
tv-xz]*�.
However, there is a problem that the word database can-

not encompass all words completely. There may be some
neologisms and proper nouns that are not contained in the
word database. Therefore, the proposed system has the in-
verting function that employs a input method like Wearable
Half Keyboard described in Section 2. Speci�cally, a key
input are converted to the input of correspond key shown
in Figure 2 while the invert key is pressed. For example `j'
key input is converted to `f' key input, and `n' is converted
to `b'. This inverting input is also bene�cial for search re-
�nement. The proposed system sometimes displays a huge
number of candidates when only few key inputs with the
keying hand is obtained. In particular, when there is no in-
put with the keying hand, the candidates are all words that
consist of only the letters that are supposed to be input with
the non-keying hand with a full keyboard. A letter that is
entered with the inverting function excludes the words that
do not contain that letter from the candidates. For exam-
ple, if the user inputs `k', `y', and `o', and then inputs `s'
with the inverting function, �keyboard� is excluded from the
candidates though �keyboards� is displayed as a candidate.

3.3 Ordering Part
For ordering the candidates, the proposed system calcu-

lates the priority using the estimated number of keyings that
is supposed to be entered with the non-keying hand. The
keying interval between key entries with the keying hand,
whose length is expected to be same as if the user used a
full keyboard, is used for the calculation of priority.
The system collects data of typing speed of the user dur-

ing use of the proposed system. Those data are stored in
the speed database. One data contains a combination of in-
terval time between the key entry with the keying hand and
number of keyings with the non-keying hand. The interval
when there is n keyings with the non-keying hand is denoted
by tn. For example, if the user input �keyboard � with one's
right hand as the keying hand, the keying intervals between
the `k' and the `y' and between the `y' and the `o' are stored
as t1, and the keying interval between the `o' and the last
Space key is stored as t3. We set the maximum of n to 4

because there is rarely a word that has more than �ve suc-
cessive input with one hand. Hereinafter, the data whose
n is more than 5 is treated as t4. The proposed system
estimates the number of keyings with the non-keying hand
using probability density function of Gaussian distribution
that is calculated from the average tµn and the standard de-
viation tσn of each n. When the keying interval x is given,
the likelihood fn(x) of inputting n key with the non-keying
hand is calculated according to the following equation.

fn(x) =
1√

2πtσn

exp

(
− (x− tµn)

2

2t2σn

)
After the calculation of fn(x) for all n (0 to 4), the pro-

posed system calculates the weight pn(x), that is the prob-
ability that x contains n keyings with the non-keying hand.

pn(x) =
fn(x)∑4
i=0 fi(x)

+ α

The α constricts the in�uence when the typing is a lit-
tle slower than the average. Moreover, outliers of interval,
which occur with a much slower failed typing, are excluded
from the calculation. We set the threshold of outlier to
tµ4 + 2 × tσ4 . The all pns (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) that have out-
liers are determined to 1. Even if there is one outlier, the
other intervals can rectify the estimated priority because it
is usual that there are some input with the keying hand in
a word.
At last, the priorities of each word are calculated. We set

default priorities of each word Wbase to the number of ap-
pearance while crawling for construction of word database.
When the user inputs �k1k2 · · · knkn+1� with the keying hand,
W (k′

0, k
′
1, · · · , k′

n), which is the priority of the word �[k
′
0 key-

ing with the non-keying hand]k1[k
′
1 keying with the non-

keying hand]k2 · · · kn−1[k
′
n−1 keying with the non-keying hand]

kn[k
′
n keying with the non-keying hand]kn+1� (kn+1 is a

non-alphabetic key), is calculated according to the follow-
ing equation, given the time interval between ki and ki+1

xi.

W (k′
0, k

′
1, · · · , k′

n) = Wbase ∗
n∏

i=1

pk′
i
(ti)

The proposed system does not consider x0, the time inter-
val before k1, because x0 includes the selecting time of the
previous word. The word �k0k1 · · · kn−1kn� is added to can-
didate with the lowest priority for accepting the word that



Figure 6: The prototype Figure 7: An usage example

does not registered to the word database. Using the invert-
ing function described above, the user can input any words.
The user selects the input word by using up and down

arrow keys de�ned in advance. We also implement the sort
function to facilitate the selection when it is hard to �nd
the input word in candidates. That function has two way
for sorting candidates; alphabetical order and word-length
order. The input word is determined when the user starts
inputting the next word. Therefore, the additional action
is not required if the input word is displayed at the top of
the candidates. After the selecting, the speed database is
updated. A set of the interval x and the number of keying
with non-keying hand n′ is registered. The x that is larger
than tµn′ +2×tσn′ is considered to be a outlier and excluded.
The speed database has latest one hundred data of each n′.

3.4 Prototype
We implemented a prototype of the proposed method.

Figure 6 shows the prototype of left half keyboard. We
assigned `.', `,', [Backspace], and [Enter] key to `h', `y', `6',
and [caps lock] key, respectively. Moreover, the down ar-
row key, the up arrow key, the sort key, and the invert key
are assigned to [alt, opt], [win, cmd], [ctrl], and [shift] key,
respectively. We assume that the prototype is attached to
one's thigh as shown in Figure 7. The prototype can be of
course used on a desk.

4. EVALUATION
For the validation of proposed method, we investigated

input speed and pro�ciency. We collected the input data
from 5 participants. All participants are intermediate or
advanced users of keyboard, and all of them have the ability
to touch-type. The experimental period was 5 days, and the
participants had input a mail text that has about 200 words
at each day with 5 input methods; full keyboard method,
multi-tap method, Wearable Half Keyboard method, left-
half proposed method, and right-half proposed method. When
using the proposed method, the participants did not narrow
the candidates using the invert key. The word database that
we used in the experiment stores 140317 words. The results
are described below.

4.1 Input Speed
Table 1 lists the input speed when using each method.

�WPM� (Word Per Minute) means how many words (a word
is standardized to �ve keystrokes) are entered per a minute.
All participants input the most quickly when using full key-
board method, and the second most quickly when using left-

half proposed method. Their input speed of all method was
improved. That tendency was con�rmed also when using
full keyboard method, though they were supposed to be ac-
customed to that method. It might be because the use of
proposed method made the participants more conscious of
the key arrangement.
Almost all participants input faster with left-half proposed

method than with right-half proposed method regardless of
their dominant hand. The left half of the keyboard has
more alphabetic keys and more frequently-used keys than
the right half. There are non-alphabetic key such as `,' and
`.' on the right half of the keyboard, and 15 out of 26 al-
phabetic keys are allocated to the left half. Additionally,
the characters that are three most frequently used are `e',
`t', and `a', and their appearance ratio is 12.7%, 9.1%, and
8.2%, respectively. The sum of appearance ratio of charac-
ters whose alphabetic keys are allocated to the left half of
the keyboard is 58.9%. The more keyings are obtained, the
more the proposed system can narrow down the candidates
for the input word. The candidates narrowed down shortens
the time for selecting the input word, and the input time as
a result.

4.2 Breakdown of input time
The input time when using the proposed method can be

divided into two phases; keying and selecting. Keying time
is from the �rst keying with keying hand to the keying of
non-alphabetic key, that is before the candidates are dis-
played. Selecting time is from the keying of non-alphabetic
key to the �rst keying of the next word, that is before the
input word is output. We investigated the breakdown of
input time per a word. The results are listed as Table 2.
We con�rmed that the participants had been able to mas-
ter the simulant keying with non-keying hand early, because
the keying time had remained virtually unchanged. Mean-
while, the selecting time tended to be decreasing because the
estimation accuracy of the input word had increased, or be-
cause the participants had been accustomed to the selecting
operation.
However, the selecting time occupied the large part of

the input time. The selecting time when using the left-half
proposed method is shorter than when using the right-half.
The percentage of selecting time when using the left-half
proposed method was 80.2% at the �rst day, and 76.0% at
the last day. When using the right-half, it was 84.1% at
the �rst day, and 83.2% at the last day. From above, we
con�rmed that it is essential to reduce the selecting time for
the achievement of faster input.

4.3 The presented position
To reveal the factor that decreased the selecting time,

we investigated the calcuated priority of input word. Ta-
ble 3 lists the rate of input words that are displayed at the
top of the candidates and at the initial screen containing
10 words. The rate of input words that are displayed at
the initial screen tended to be increasing, however the rate
of input words that are displayed at the top was not con-
verged. For being displayed at the top, the input word has
to have the highest priority in the words that are stored in
the same node of the trie tree. That means that the rate
of the input words that are displayed at the top depends on
the number of appearance while crawling for construction
of word database. We found that increasing of the priority



Table 1: The input speed of each method

Participant Input method
Input speed [WPM]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

A

Full keyboard 44.3 52.7 53.4 59.4 53.7
Multi-tap 8.7 9.2 11.9 11.4 10.2

Wearable Half Keyboard 12.2 14.5 18.1 14.8 17.0
Left-half proposed 19.5 17.8 19.9 22.4 22.7
Right-half proposed 10.4 12.1 11.4 14.3 17.2

B

Full keyboard 24.1 22.0 25.6 27.5 28.3
Multi-tap 7.9 7.1 9.3 10.7 9.7

Wearable Half Keyboard 9.0 9.3 10.3 12.0 12.7
Left-half proposed 13.3 10.4 10.2 14.3 15.4
Right-half proposed 8.5 7.9 10.0 8.5 11.1

C

Full keyboard 21.0 20.7 22.9 23.1 22.2
Multi-tap 7.5 8.5 8.9 9.4 8.9

Wearable Half Keyboard 9.1 9.3 9.3 10.7 12.4
Left-half proposed 9.6 10.2 9.8 10.7 10.7
Right-half proposed 7.2 9.7 7.9 8.1 8.7

D

Full keyboard 23.9 20.2 23.8 26.2 26.8
Multi-tap 6.3 5.9 7.4 7.4 7.3

Wearable Half Keyboard 7.5 9.3 10.0 10.0 10.5
Left-half proposed 10.8 9.7 13.5 14.9 15.3
Right-half proposed 9.1 8.1 10.8 11.1 12.3

E

Full keyboard 18.9 25.0 22.4 24.9 27.6
Multi-tap 8.7 10.0 10.6 10.3 12.1

Wearable Half Keyboard 6.8 9.6 9.2 11.2 13.7
Left-half proposed 6.5 8.0 10.7 13.4 15.1
Right-half proposed 7.0 8.6 10.4 10.7 10.1

Ave.

Full keyboard 26.4 28.1 29.6 32.2 31.7
Multi-tap 7.8 8.1 9.6 9.8 9.7

Wearable Half Keyboard 8.9 10.4 11.4 11.7 13.2
Left-half proposed 11.9 11.2 12.8 15.1 15.8
Right-half proposed 8.4 9.3 10.1 10.5 11.9

Table 2: The detailed input time

Method Detail
Spent time [ms]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Left
Keying 929 963 814 799 796
Selecting 3758 3690 3245 2550 2577

Right
Keying 884 892 894 771 758
Selecting 4673 4613 3747 3859 3749

Table 3: The presented position

Method Position
Rate [%]

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5

Left
Top 1 53.6 46.0 44.6 50.4 55.5
Top 10 87.9 88.8 90.1 93.1 94.9

Right
Top 1 46.2 46.6 45.7 58.6 37.9
Top 10 84.9 81.6 86.0 85.2 85.0



Table 4: The estimation accuracy of keying number

Method
Accuracy [%]

1 2 3 4 5
Left 74.0 70.1 72.5 73.3 74.1
Right 72.4 73.5 73.6 79.4 75.2

of the input word shorten the selecting time, because there
is a rough correlation between the rate of the input words
that are displayed at the initial screen listed in Table 3 and
the selecting time listed in Table 2. The average selecting
time when the input word is displayed at the top was 1.4
seconds, and the average when the input word is displayed
at the initial screen was 1.8 seconds. However, the aver-
age selecting time when the input word is not displayed at
the initial screen was considerably long, 9.2 seconds. The
expected input speed, which is calculated using only input
time when the input words are displayed at the top, is 23.9
WPM when using the left-half proposed method and 21.9
WPM when using the right-half.

4.4 Estimation accuracy
Table 4 lists the estimation accuracy of the number of

keyings with the non-keying hand. The accuracy means the
rate that keying intervals containing i hitting with the non-
keying hand have the largest pi in p0, p1, p2, p3, and p4.
We had expected that the accuracy became higher as day
went by because the more keying data was obtained. How-
ever, Table 4 indicates that the estimation accuracy had
remained virtually unchanged. Then we investigated the
calculation results on the last day, and the results are listed
in Table 5. Table 5 indicates that the accuracy decreased as
the input number of keying increased, and that the accuracy
when the input number had been more than 2 was signif-
icantly low. Most of the misestimation is calculated lower
than the actual input number of keyings. It might be caused
because the slightly longer intervals that could not be ex-
cluded as outliers raised the average interval. Because using
the raised average, the number of keyings is misestimated to
be less than the actual number when the participants input
smoothly.

5. DISCUSSION
We indicate the possibility of improving. As noted in

above section, shortening the selecting time is necessary for
reducing the input time.

5.1 Accuracy Improvement
It is important to estimate the number of keyings with

non-keying hand with high accuracy. The estimation with
high accuracy raises the displayed position of the input word,
and shortens the selecting time. For the improvement of es-
timation accuracy, there are two approaches; exclusion of
longer intervals, and employment of the other distribution
for calculation. The exclusion of longer intervals can be
accomplished by shortening the threshold of outlier, tµi +
2 × tσi . There is a possibility to improve the estimation
accuracy by employing not Gaussian distribution but Pois-
son distribution, because there is a lower limit of the keying
interval.
If the left-half proposed method could estimate the num-

ber of keying with the non-keying hand with 100 % accuracy,
the 67.0 % of all input words were displayed at the top, and
the 97.2 % were displayed at the initial screen. If the right-
half, the 62.7 % were displayed at the top, and 94.8 % were
displayed at the initial screen. Moreover, if the left-half pro-
posed method could somehow estimate the number of keying
before the �rst keying with the keying hand with 100 % ac-
curacy, the 87.2 % were displayed at the top and the 99.4 %
were displayed at the initial screen. If the right-half, 78.6 %
were displayed at the top and 98.5 % were displayed at the
initial screen.

5.2 Predictive Algorithm
The proposed method considers only two factors in calcu-

lating the priority; the keying interval and the appearance
number while crawling. The input word, however, is in�u-
enced by the previous word. Moreover, when the user is
responding to a mail, it is in�uenced by the word contained
in the received mail. Many predictive algorithms have been
proposed such as [10], which is popular as a input method
implemented in mobile phones. The accuracy of priority cal-
culation might be improved by introducing such algorithms.
N-gram word prediction[11] are one of the word prediction
methods used widely. In n-gram word prediction method,
the previous n − 1 words are used to predict the current
(nth) word. We investigated the presented position of in-
put word by the calculation using n-gram method; unigram
(n = 1) and bigram (n = 2) whose text corpora are all ar-
ticle on Wikipedia. The unigram method is equal to Wbase,
which is default priority of the proposed method before be-
ing calculated. The results are listed in Table 6. A com-
parison between Table 3 and Table 6 indicates that the pro-
posed method could displayed at the higher position than
using only default priority. Though the results of the bi-
gram method were a little better than that of the proposed
method, the estimation accuracy of the proposed method
would be able to be improved as described above. There-
fore, we think that the proposed method, the estimation of
the keying number using the keying interval, is an e�cient
method. Moreover, combining n-gram with the proposed
method would increase the accuracy of word estimation.

5.3 Suited Dictionary
We used the only word database that is constructed by

collecting the sentences in Wikipedia. However, the input
speed of the proposed method might be improved by using
the other di�erent database based on usage scenes. In the
experiment, we let the participants input the sentences that
are likely appeared in a mailer application. Therefore, �rst-
person and second-person words such as �I�, �my�, �you�, and
�your�, which rarely appear on Wikipedia, often appeared.
These words have few letters that is hit by left hand, then
the presented position is much in�uenced by the Wbase (the
appearance number while crawling) because the candidates
are not narrowed down su�ciently by the keying interval.
The user should be able to compose a mail by using Wbase

considering the appearance frequency on mails. The word
database that considers one's taste or usage history also can
help to order.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method to miniaturize a key-

board by excluding the half. The proposed method leverages



Table 5: The results of estimated keying (5th day)
XXXXXXXXXInput

Output
0 1 2 3 4

Left

0 85.6% 11.8% 2.0% 0.6% 0.0%
1 17.3% 64.5% 14.7% 3.0% 0.5%
2 4.1% 59.2% 32.7% 4.1% 0.0%
3 0.0% 25.0% 50.0% 20.0% 5.0%
4 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 50.0% 0.0%

Right

0 90.3% 9.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
1 22.2% 66.7% 9.8% 0.7% 0.7%
2 3.1% 44.6% 41.5% 7.7% 3.1%
3 0.0% 22.9% 54.3% 14.3% 8.6%
4 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 28.6% 71.4%

Table 6: The presented position when using N-gram

Method N-gram
Rate [%]

Top 1 Top 10

Left
Unigram 49.5 83.5
Bigram 57.8 92.4

Right
Unigram 35.2 82.9
Bigram 46.5 91.7

the ability of keyboard input, which is mastered previously.
When using the proposed method, one hand hits keys on
the device as if the user uses a full keyboard, and the other
hand hits somewhere outside of the device. Though there are
only half keys of a full keyboard, the system estimates the
input word using the keying interval. The results of evalua-
tion using a prototype indicated the e�ectivity of proposed
method, and we found the possibility to improve. Our fu-
ture work is to improve the input speed and to adjust for
another languages.
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